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Abstract

We propose a new known plaintext attack of FEAL cipher. Our rnelliod
difers from previous statistical ones i n point of deriving the extended key in
definite way. As a result, it is possible to break FEAL-4 w i t h b known plainlexlb
and FEAL-6 with 100 known plaintexts respectively. Moreover, we slrow a
method to break FEAL-8 with 2'' k n o w n plaintexts faster than a n exhaustive
search.

Intrwductioii

1

FEAL cipher [ShI, MKOM] is a block cipher algorithm which is designed for software
implementations on S or 16 bit microprocessors. T h e most recent version o l F E A L
cipher

IS

announced as FEAL-NX, where

N

is the number of rounds and

X

denotes

a n optional 129 bit key input.

A s for known plaintest attacks of F E A L cipher, Biham and Shamir have shown
FEAL-5 is breakable with
known plaintexts using differcntial cryptanalysis [BS],
a n d Tardy-CorMir and Gilbert have presented a statistical method to break FEAL-4
with 1000 known plaintexts and FEAL-6 with 20000 known plaintests respectively
[TGI.
I n this paper, we propose a

new technique o l a known plaintext attack of

FIWL

cipher. O u r method is a kind of meet-in-the-middle attack with a partial cxlinuslive
search; licncc we can derive the extcnded key directly and definitely. We have made
R.A. Rueppel (Ed.): Advances in Cryptology - EUROCRYPT '92, LNCS 658, pp. 81-91, 1993.
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computer experiments to attack FEAL cipher with up to seven rounds. As for FEAL8, we have estimated the computational complexity to derive the key.
T h e main results in this paper are bs follows. The experiments were imple-

mented with C and assembly language programs on HP9425 workstation computer
(68040/25MHz).
0

FEAL-4 is breakable with 5 known plaintexts in 6 minutes.

0

FEAL-6 is breakable with 100 known plaintexts in 40 minutes.
FEAL-7 is breakable with

214

known plaintexts in 170 hours.

FEAL8 is breakable with 2" known plaintexts faster than an exhaustive search
for 64-bit keys and with Z2' known plaintexts as fast as an exhaustive search for

50-hit keys.

2

Preliminaries

We use the following notations throughuu t this paper.

P

:

T h e plain

text.

C : The corresponding cipher text.
PH,CH : The left 32 bit data of P and C respectively.
PL,CL: The right 32 bit data of P and C respectively.
A [ I ]: The i-th bit of A .

A [ i , j ,...)k] : The XORed value of the i-th, j - t h ,.., and k-th bits of A.
A[i j] : The j - i 1 bit data consisting of the i-th, it1-th,.., and j-tli bits of A.

-

+

For convenience of the following chapters, we define modified F-hnction
On = r n F n ( l E , K R ) a5 figure 1, where R denotes the round.
Then one has easily

Consequently, for three round algorithm with niodified F-function as figlire 2, we
obtain the following useful relations wliicti hold for any plaintext P and tlic corresponding ciphertext C by tracing the hold line in figure 3:
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P,,[2,8]
CB P,[O]CB CH[Z,
81 fBCL[O]= K1[0]EJ Zi3[0] EJ Ic4[2, s],

(5)

8,10,16] GI Pt[8]@ C H [ ~8,10,
, 161 @ C L [ ~=]
K l [ O , 81

PjI[lO, 18,261@

(6)

fB Ii's[O, S] @ K4[2, 8, 10,161,
(7)

PL[16]€BC,[lO, 18,261@ Cl;[lS]

IC1[16,24] @ K S [ l G , 241 CB I<,[lO,18,26],
P'[16,26]

(8)

@ P ~ [ 2 4@
] C ~ [ l 6 , 2 6@
] C~[24]
=
h',[24] @ K3[24] @ K,[16,26].

We note that the left side of each equation is a constant value for a n attacker. In
the following chapters, we will construct similar constant functions for each cipher SO
that the number of related key bits is as small as possible.

U

C.

Figure 1 :

Modified F function

\I/

CL

C

S C(x, y) =ROLZ(xtytl (mod256))
S B(x. y) = S D ( x . y) =ROLZ(xty(mod256))
S A(x. y) =

Figure 2 :

Three round algorithm
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Principle of the attack

3

First, we construct explicitly a function g(z, y , z) wliicli satisfies the following conditions:

The size of
0

z

There exists

is sufficiently small.

k wliich depends only on the estended key, then g( P, C, 2 ) is a

constant value for any plaintext P and the corrcsponding ciphertext C.

# k , there exist plaintexts P, P
texts C, C' such that g(P,C, I<) # y(P', C', li).
For any fixed IC

and the corresponding cipher-

Once we succeed in obtaining g, then we are able to make an exhaustive search

for k;namely, for all possible 11'we verify tliat g always outputs a constant value
for given known plaintexts and the corresponding ciphertexts. Since this verification
is expected to fail in almost cases except the correct

canciidates for

k if

c,

we

will obtain only several

we liave sufficiently many known plaintexts. BY repeating this

method using various functions,

we

c a n reach whole key bits finally.

Although this attack is effective when the number of rounds is small, i t is generally
difficult to find a function g so tliat the size of z is sufficientlysmall. Then next, we

try to reduce the substantial size of 2 in g by selecting convenient plaintexts to attack.
This is realized by controlling the spread of carry bits or the addition i n S-boxes.

Our method determines the extended key directly and definitely, moreover the
computational complexity generally decreases as the number of known plaintexts increases. I n subsequent chapters we will describe the results of our computer experiments about the number of known plaintests and the breahng time for each cipher
with the independent extended key bits.

4

Attack of FEAL-4

We start to rewrite FEAL-4

RS

figure 3. Then the original exttnded key is corre-

sponding to I<L,I<2,..,KG in figure 3 one-to-one and linearly. Hence i n this chapter we
describe the method to derive these keys from given known plaintexts
First, applying the equation (7) from the sccond round t o the fourth round i n
figure 3, w e obtain
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where T is independen1 oC P and C.
Now we can easily see that the key bits which influence the left side of the equation
(9) are K 1 [ S
141 and lii[lG 221, i n which Ii1[14] and Ii,[22] are only SORed in

-

N

-

the left side. Hence by transposing these two bits to the right side, we may suppose
the essential key bits in the left side are K1[8 131 and K1[lG 211. We call these

-

-

-

bits the effective key bits in the equation (9).
Therefore, we obtain candidates for K l [ 8
131 and Kl[lG
211 through a n
exhaustive search for 12-bit keys by checking that the left side of the equation (9)
gives a constant value for every known plaintext and the corresponding ciphertext.

P
I

P
I

\
I
C /

\LC
Figure 3: FEAL-4

cipher

Figure 4: FEAL-6

cipher
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-

-

Similarly applying the equations ( 6 ) 1(S) and ( 9 ) in figure 3, one has candidates
for K1[0 51 and K1[8 291 finally. It is easy to derive remaining bits, so we omit
the detail.

In our computer experiments to derive I<L,K2,..,K6completely, it takes 2 seconds
with 10 known plaintexts and 350 seconds with 5 known plaintexts respectively. Our
program uses JOKB memory in running.

Attack of FEAL-6

5

We also start to rewrite FEAL-6 as figure 4. In this case Kl,K2,..,Ksare not independent; for example we may suppose

though we do not need these relations afterward.
Now applying the equation (7) from the third round to the filth round in figure 4,
we obtain

Then we easily see that the effective key bits in the equation (11) are the following
45 bits:

However, i t is computationdly heavy to solve this equation using the same search
method as FEAL-4. Hence we try to reduce the number or lie elTcctive key bits. First
assume
1c3[5,13,21,29] @ li'6(13,21] = 0 ,

(13)

then I h e carry bit from the 5-th to l h c 6 t h bii in the d d i t i o n of S-box S,, i n

inF6

can be denoted as

Ths s h o w we may ignore the infliience o l I<,[S

-

121 and li,[16

N

201 in the left

side ol the equation (11) under the asiurnptioir (13). Similarly assuming
Iz[5, 13,21,29] t
B [<2[13, 'IJ = 0,

(1.51
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-

jve can eliminate the influence of K2[8

121 and K2[16 ,-., 201, and hence the effective

key bits in the equation (11) are reduced to the following 26 bits:

K1[0

-

31, K,[8

-

271, Ii2[13,21], fi6[13,21].

(16)

In fact the following search algorithm leads us t o obtain candidates for these bits.
Step 1 Select 26-bit d a t a K , [ O

Step 2 Calculate

12

and

16

31, lil[S ,-., 271, K2[13, 211, I(6[13,23]

from given plaintexts and the corresponding ciphertexts.

Step 3 Check that the left side of the equation (11) gives a constant value for every
plaintext which satisfies the equations (13) and (15).
Step 4 If the check is correct, then let the 2Gbit data bc a candidnte. Otherwise,

the selection in step 1 is wrong.

Subsequently, we can reach other key bits using a similar method to breaking
FEAL-4, however we omit the detail. In our computer experiments using randomly
completely.
generated 100 known plaintexts, it takes 37 minutes to derive K,,Kzl..,I<6
Our program uses 100KB memory in running.

Moreover, we can solve the key faster by adding more relations and known plaintexts. For example, assume

which are introduced in order to cut off tile spread of each carry bit at the 5-111 bit of
SA, the 2-nd bit of Sc, the 6-th bit of SA and the 2-ntl bit of So in mFl respectively.
Then the effective key bits in the eqtration (11) are reduced to the following IS bits:

After the calculation of these 18 bits, we can reach whole 2G h i t s by repeating
the previous method without equations (17)
(20). I n this case, the cleriv;lf.ion of
~ ~ ~ , K ~ , . takes
. , I <5~minutes using 500 known plaintexts and 3? minutes rising 200
known plnintcxts r w p e r t i v r l v

-

6

Attack of FEAL-7

The principle of breaking FEAL-7 is the same as FEAL-6. Now our fundamental
equation is

mG(Prr @ ~ F I ( P@JPL,
~ Ici), h;)[16] @
~ F ~ (@
C ~HF ; ( C CB
H CI,,
I<;),K6)[16] @
PH[lO, IS, 261 €BCH[lO, IS, 261 = T.

In this case we

-

(22)

plaintexts which satisfy (13),(15),(17) (20) and s u b
sequent four relations simultaneously:
use known

17[5,13,21,20] @ K7[13,21] = 0,

(23)

17[0,8,16,24,26] CB K7[8,16,2G] = 1,

(24)

I7[6, 14,22,30] @ IC;[14,22] = 0,

(25)

1;[0,2,5,6,8, 13,14,22,30]@ K;[2,8,13,14,22] = 0.

(26)

Then the effective key bits in the equation (22) are the following 34 bits:
Ki[2

-

N

Iii[l6

3],lii[S

-

111, ICi[13], I<i[14,22],h'i[l5,22,23],

191, K;[21], Iii[2G

-

271, K2[13, 211, K6[13,211

( i = 1, 7 ) .

(27)

We have described a FEAL-7 breaking program to derive the extended key will1
ZL4 randomly generated known plaintests. This program uses 700KB memory in
executing. It takes 170 hours to complete our attack.

7

Attack of FEAL-8

Our algorithm to attack FEAL-8 with independent keys K 1 , K 2 , . .K, l o (figure 5 ) is to
decipher by one round using K 8 , and then to apply the attack of FEAL-i. Since this

computation is beyond our computer's power, in this chapter we try to estimate the
computational complexity of our attack.
First, w e note the choices of K8 are
since I<a['i] and K8[31] are only S O R e d
in mF8. Hence these 2 bits may be incluclcd i n other kcy bits. For cxample, we may

modify the keys as follows:
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Consequently, the total time required to break FEAL-S is estimated to be '230times
a s much time as FEAL-7.
Next, we have constructed a simple key search program of FEAL-S using assembly
language in order to compare our method with exhaustive key search. As a result, the
breaking time of FEAL-7 using our method is almost same as exhaustive search for
3 4 b i t keys of FEAL-8. This shows the computational time to attack FEAL-8 with

P4known plaintexts is estimated to be the same as exhaustive search for 64-bit keys.
For the rest of this chapter,

\YC

try to reduce the computational complc.uily. Nu\\.

assume

Then we note 1<8[24] can be also included in otlier key bits. Namely, we may
modify the key as foilows:

This reduces t h e choices for

to

P.Nevertheless,

since the ciphertests Ivhich

satisfy the eqiiation (29) are half of whole ones, we need twice as many known plaintexts to attack FEAL-7 with the same efliciency.

This fact also holds on O8[l7],0,[lS],..,0,[?~]
and 0,[8],0,[~],..,0,[1~]
in tllis order. Namely, by assuming the equations

we can reduce 13 more bits for key search, though we need

213

times as many Plain-

texts. Thcn similar kcy modifications a r c possible; for example,
s u p pose

This shows the breaking time of FEAL-8 \ v i l l i

218

as

for O,[S] ~

(

may
1

known plaiiitexls is the sane as

exhaustive search for 50-bit keys. I n rxt, wc c a n use the fo]lowing algorithm to carry

orit the attack of FEAL-8:

90

Step 1 Select a candidate of IGbit data 1<8[8[9

(0 5 j

5 7,

N

231, and then let 1<8b]= 0

24 5 j _< 31).

Step 2 Decipher by one round using the kcy I<s and given ciphertexts.
Step 3 Attack the FEAL-7 using known plaintexts and the corresponding ciphertexts

which satisfy (29) and (31).
Step 4 If K S [ Q
fails.

N

231 is the correct value, the attwk of step 3 succeeds. Otherwise it

P

Figure

5:

FEAL-8

cipher

8

Conclusion

We have introduced a new method to attack FEAL cipher with up to eight rounds.
Our attack derives the extended key directly and definitely without any assumption
of the key schedule algorithm. Moreover we have proposed a method to reduce the
computational time at the cost of the number of known plaintexts. As for FEAL-S,
it is still possible to reduce the breaking time with more known plaintexts. W e will
discuss i t in the full paper.
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